Field Report
Case# X-57533
Date: 12-13-1993
Location: Walbridge, Washington
Agent of Record: Michael Ellis
I responded to reports of missing residents at the Forlorn Acres Retirement Home, with special
consultant Rylie Burke. Rumors persisted in the area that alien abductions were responsible for
the disappearances. My working hypothesis was that the home had lax security, leading to confused
residents wandering off property. We were greeted at the airport by Sheriff's deputy Ellie-Mae
Hughes, who drove us to the facility. Once on site, the suspicious behavior of the head nurse,
Raymond Dalton, and the security employee, Bill Bigsby, lead me to believe they were attempting to
intentionally mislead my investigation. When I asked to review security footage from the nights of
the disappearances, this behavior escalated, ultimately resulting in the flight of both Raymond and
Bill from the facility. I was able to recover some the security tapes, however. As I investigated the
tapes, Ms. Burke was taken against her will to a medical facility where, according to her testimony,
several patients were being held with an unidentified substance being extracted from their bodies.
During the investigation, Ms. Burke and I were contacted by one of the residents, Silvie [last name
unknown], who claimed to be investigating the site for British intelligence. She had slipped me a
note with a map and a request for a meeting. I believed at first that she was suffering from dementia.
As I collected the tapes, I was warned by Silvie that Burke was in danger from Raymond and Bill.
Silvie lead me to where she claimed Burke was being held, but either due to error or intentional
misdirection, her directions led us to a room that appeared to be a gas chamber. We were briefly
locked in the room, but I was able to force the door. Burke freed herself and met us nearby. We
pursued Raymond and Bill out of the facility and encountered what appeared to be a headless corpse.
This creature attacked me and attempted to swallow my arm down the opening in its neck. With
Burke’s assistance I was able to pull free. What appeared to be a parasitic work of some kind was
pulled free with me, after which the creature immediately collapsed. It is my belief that the worm
was somehow able to animate the corpse, similar to the effect the cordyceps fungus has on insects.
The parasite was burned by Ms. Burke before it could find another host. There were sounds of a
struggle inside the retirement facility’s hedge maze, but due to the injuries that had been
sustained and the severe weather, we decided to retreat into the facility and call for backup. We
sought out the patients that Burke had seen in the medical facility, but when we arrived, the
patients had been moved save for one who had severely self injured. I was able to stabilize him and
at this time Silvie asked us to return to her room to discuss what she knew about the activities
taking place. In this room, however, were photos of my sister and Ms. Burke’s deceased grandfather,
who Silvie proceeded to threaten. Silvie claimed to be part of a powerful church that was
responsible for these events and warned us not to interfere. When we did not comply, she locked us in
the room and murdered the patient. Burke and I were able to escape and determined that the most
likely avenue for investigation now was the site of an old chapel near the facility.
Approaching the site, there were lights from within and audible chanting. We approached with
caution and I was able to catch a glimpse of Silvie inside. She was holding the parasitic worm which
she appeared to bite several times before a bright light obscured my vision. Silvie was gone when I
was able to see again, but I did not have time to determine the means of her egress, as we were
interrupted by the arrival of the sheriff's deputy. Burke took cover in the chapel while I
confronted Ellie Mae. She accused me of trespassing and claimed to have received reports that I was
responsible for the violence at the retirement home, although she did not provide a satisfactory
explanation when I asked why she chose to investigate those claims not at the home, but at the

chapel. She claimed that the chapel was a protected site and important to the community, but we were
interrupted by a creature that resembled a bear-sized tardigrade. I can only assume this creature
was another example of the experimentation that seems to be linked to this case. We were able to
fight of the creature long enough to escape, but multiple injuries were sustained. I pulled over
once we had reached a safe distance and performed first aid. At this time, helicopters flew overhead
and a tactical strike was carried out against the retirement home. This may seem like an
extraordinary claim but it can be backed up with testimony from Ms. Burke and Deputy Ellie-Mae.
For obvious reasons I cannot present evidence to support my conclusions but it is my belief that a
strong possibility exists that the same cult-like group behind the murders and human
experimentation in Kentucky was behind this incident. Further investigation into Silvie is
recommended as is investigation into the church. I also recommend full around the clock protection
for my sister and her family as well as observation of Rylie’s Grandfather’s gravesite, which may be
a target or desecration by this group.

AD Skinner,
It has come to my attention that you requested my written report to be delivered to you. While I prefer my reports to be
done in person, I will acquiesce to this request.
I accompanied Special Agent Michael Ellis to Walbridge, Washington and then to the Forlorn Acres Retirement Home.
The home has a history of providing respite to people throughout many years. It also has a rumored history of being a
military operation site.
When we arrived, Agent Ellis began speaking with a resident named Silvie. She seemed to be a bit more alert than the
other residents. We were introduced to an orderly named Raymond. He and the security guard, Bill, appeared to be the
only employees we noticed while we were there.
After conversations with the employees and with Silvie, we discovered that Raymond was running medical experiments
on the older and dying patients. I believe, based on my experience and studies, that Raymond and Bill believed they were
performing an ancient ritual of alchemy and pulling gold from the dying. There are references to this in many different
cult traditions from ancient times. While I do not believe it was possible to be accomplished, I believe they believed it was
achievable. From what I could see of the process, these patients likely died horrific deaths.
Agent Ellis and I were attacked by both Raymond and Bill and Silvie, who I believe was being used by the two employees
to bring the residents into the experimental chamber without much complaint. Unfortunately, I believe they escaped. We
were lucky to have escaped when Deputy Ellie-May arrived to help us and get us out of there. As we were driving away,
we spotted six black helicopters breaking over the tree line, heading towards the retirement home. We felt an explosion
and the entire area went up in flames.
I assume you want my report for my opinion as a cult expert. I believe that this retirement home was a prime location for
two wanna-be cultists. I believe that Raymond and Bill found some documentation on ancient alchemy and felt they had
an unlimited supply of dying people to work with. The community is as complicit in this as Raymond and Bill as the
community simply dropped their elders off and never came back.
Respectfully submitted,
Rylie Burke

